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As one privileged to be his law clerk for a 
year, I can attest that the memorable prose 
that made his opinions such enjoyable 
reading was all him. Although he did ask 
his law clerks to provide first drafts, he 
was routinely handed a stone and returned 
a sculpture. Indeed, his revision was so 
transformative, and the final product so 
distinctly Scaliaesque, that I wondered why 
he bothered asking for a draft at all. My 
sneaking suspicion, then and now, is that 
the Justice did not know how to format a 
new document on the computer.

Justice Scalia’s gift as a wordsmith is 
something he always had. It is apparent in 
his opinions for the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the D.C. Circuit,1 and one of his most 
memorable opinions — his lone dissent in 
Morrison v. Olson2 — was penned in just his 
second year on the Supreme Court. But his 
unique talents were on display far earlier. 
In preparing for an argument last term, 
I came across an article young Associate 
Professor Scalia wrote on sovereign immu-
nity and nonstatutory review of federal 
administrative action3 — a potentially dry 
topic in the wrong hands. But not in his. 
In making the point that two phenom-
ena, superficially at odds, were actually 
mutually reinforcing, he evoked “a child’s 
astonishment at watching a tight-rope 
walker for the first time — how marvelous 
that he should not only walk along such a 
narrow wire, but carry and balance a long 
stick at the same time!”4

That passage captures one of the things 
that made the Justice’s writing so distinc-
tive and memorable. The best lines in a 
Scalia opinion were no mere rhetorical 
flourishes. They were images — usually far 
removed from the technical legal ques-
tions at hand — that perfectly captured 
the point the Justice was trying to make. 
When one thinks of sovereign immunity 

and nonstatutory review of federal admin-
istrative action — if one thinks of it at 
all — the image of a tight-rope walker 
does not immediately come to mind. 
But once Professor Scalia5 set the scene, 
both the visual image and his legal point 
stuck. Similarly, the Independent Counsel 
statute6 did not obviously have anything 
to do with sheep or wolves. But a central 
point of his Morrison dissent was that the 
Independent Counsel statute was no wolf 
in sheep’s clothing but a frontal assault on 
the separation of powers: “this wolf comes 
as a wolf.”7

The Justice’s writing did more than 
just entertain the reader, it had seri-
ous consequences for the Court and its 
jurisprudence. It is not clear that the 
Court’s three-part Lemon test for evaluating 
Establishment Clause claims8 ever fully 
recovered from being compared to a “ghoul 
in a late-night horror movie.”9 The image 
is at once arresting and seemingly out of 
place in a Supreme Court decision. But 
the comparison was hardly gratuitous. His 
point was that there were real costs to the 
Court’s convenient relationship with a test 
that it sometimes abandoned only to revive 
it later unexpectedly. Thus, he likened 
Lemon not just to any B-movie ghoul, but 
to one “that repeatedly sits up in its grave 
and shuffles abroad, after being repeatedly 
killed and buried,” and he complained that 
“Lemon stalks our Establishment Clause 
jurisprudence once again, frightening 
the little children and school attorneys 
of Center Moriches Union Free School 
District.”10

In a similar vein, Justice Scalia was 
hardly the first Supreme Court justice 
to write an opinion rejecting a litigant’s 
effort to divine game-changing authority 
buried in a seemingly obscure statutory 
provision. But he was the first to proclaim 

that Congress does not “hide elephants 
in mouseholes.”11 Thus, in one particu-
larly felicitous turn of phrase, a canon of 
construction was born.12 Litigants not 
only quote that language to liven up their 
briefs,13 but they use elephants-in-mouse-
holes as a dismissive shorthand for any 
effort to attribute outsized consequences 
to minor provisions,14 and law professors 
and commentators write articles about the 
“elephants-in-mouseholes canon.”15

But just as the Justice’s most memora-
ble lines perfectly captured his doctrinal 
point, his distinct writing style flowed 
directly from his approach to the law. As 
great a writer as Justice Scalia was, it is 
difficult to conceive of him employing 
those considerable talents to the enumer-
ation of the half-dozen considerations a 
lower court should ponder in evaluating 
the totality of the circumstances. He 
favored a jurisprudence of bright lines and 
square corners. And his prose followed his 
jurisprudence. He used clear and precise 
language to advocate for clear and precise 
lines. 

In Crawford v. Washington, for example, 
the Justice wrote an opinion rejecting a 
more amorphous inquiry into the “reli-
ability” of the government’s evidence in 
favor of a more straightforward test of 
whether a defendant had the opportunity 
for “confrontation” mentioned in the 
Sixth Amendment’s text.16 While Justice 
Scalia happily conceded that “the Clause’s 
ultimate goal is to ensure reliability of 
evidence,” he was quick to remind that the 
Framers embraced a particular means to 
that end.17 The Clause “commands, not that 
evidence be reliable, but that reliability be 
assessed in a particular manner: by testing 
in the crucible of cross-examination.”18 
He then employed an analogy that left no 
doubt that he thought the Constitution 

Writing about Justice Antonin Scalia’s writing is a daunting 
project indeed. The Justice plainly had a gift that is perhaps 
better savored than analyzed. 
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“
provided an answer that was both clear  
and straightforward. “Dispensing with 
confrontation because testimony is obvi-
ously reliable is akin to dispensing with 
jury trial because a defendant is obvi-
ously guilty. This is not what the Sixth 
Amendment prescribes.”19

Given his preference for bright-line 
rules, it is no surprise that some of his 
most memorable prose was used to assail 
balancing tests. The Justice was a dissenter 
from much of the Court’s dormant 
Commerce Clause jurisprudence based on 
his twin concerns that the doctrine was 
neither grounded in the constitutional text 
nor capable of predictable administration.20 
He captured the latter concern by likening 
the Court’s balancing test to one that asked 
judges to divine “whether a particular line 
is longer than a particular rock is heavy.”21 
He had particular disdain for the “shocks 
the conscience” test sometimes employed 
in the Court’s substantive due process 
jurisprudence, which he described with a 
nod to Cole Porter as “the ne plus ultra, the 
Napoleon Brandy, the Mahatma Gandhi, 
the Cellophane of subjectivity.”22

One other parallel between Justice 
Scalia’s writing and jurisprudence merits 
mention: In both he cared deeply about 
the meaning of words. Justice Scalia 
made lasting contributions to the Court’s 
jurisprudence by reinforcing the primacy 
of statutory language and championing 
the interpretation of the Constitution by 
reference to the original public meaning 
of the constitutional text. Both modes 
of interpretation caused Justice Scalia to 
consult dictionaries, preferably dictio-
naries contemporaneous with the textual 
provisions at issue. His opinions, in turn, 
could send the reader to the dictionary 
to look up words like “panopticon”23 
and “atavistic,”24 as well as allusions like 
“Cheops’ Pyramid,”25 and “Marquis of 
Queensberry rules.”26 He was willing to use 
an unfamiliar term, and risk losing a lazy 
reader unwilling to consult the dictionary, 
because words have meaning. He did not 
want to dilute his message by using a more 
familiar but less precise word. 

Because of this belief that words have 
fixed, discernable meanings, he had partic-
ular disdain for dictionaries that included 
not just the accepted meaning of a term, 

but also common misuses that could actu-
ally contradict the established meaning. In 
his view, such collections were unworthy 
of the name dictionary. In a case where 
the Justice confronted a single dictio-
nary suggesting that the word “modify” 
included changes both transformational 
and minor, it would have been easy enough 
to dismiss the former aspect of the defi-
nition as an outlier.27 Instead, the Justice 
mounted a frontal assault on Webster’s 
Third. He dredged up a few 30-year-old 
articles noting that when Webster’s Third 
made its long-awaited debut in 1961, 
it “was widely criticized as portraying 

common error as proper usage.”28 But the 
Justice’s real concern ran deeper. “When 
the word ‘modify’ has come to mean both 
‘to change in some respects’ and ‘to change 
fundamentally’ it will in fact mean neither 
of those things. It will simply mean ‘to 
change.’”29 That draining of specialized 
meaning from the term was not something 
the Justice could tolerate. He continued 
with a flourish: “It might be good English 
to say that the French Revolution ‘modi-
fied’ the status of the French nobility — 
but only because there is a figure of speech 
called understatement and a literary device 
known as sarcasm.”30  

The Justice’s opinions stand out from 
almost all other judicial writing. Part of 
that is due to the Justice’s unique skills as 
a writer, but there are other gifted writers 
on the bench. Something more clearly was 
at work. The majority opinions, and espe-
cially the dissents, include many images 
that seem out of place in a judicial opinion. 
They can also be harshly worded, and have 
been criticized as sarcastic and divisive.31 
And, whatever else is true, they are not 
run-of-the-mill judicial prose. What is it 
that makes a Scalia opinion so distinctive, 
so Scaliaesque?

The Justice himself provided at least 
part of the answer in an article he wrote 
in the Organization of American Historians 
Magazine of History, entitled “Dissents.”32 
In that article, the Justice expressed 
his firm view that judicial opinions are 
important “for the reasons they give, not 
the results they announce; results can be 
announced in judgment orders without 
opinions.”33 In a pithy observation that 
explains both the number and passion of 
his dissenting opinions, he stated that 
“[a]n opinion that gets the reasons wrong 
gets everything wrong, and that is worth 
a dissent.”34 The Justice emphasized that 
a dissenting opinion in particular should 
“inform the public in general, and the Bar 
in particular, about the state of the Court’s 
collective mind.”35 The Justice believed 
that the public should not be misled that 
the Court was unanimous when it was in 
fact divided. And critically, he viewed the 
process of vigorous dissent as putting “the 
Court in the forefront of the intellectual 
development of the law.”36 “In our system,” 
he wrote, “it is not left to the academi-
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cians to stimulate and conduct discussion 
concerning the validity of the Court’s 
latest ruling. The Court itself is not just 
the central organ of legal judgment; it is the 
center stage for significant legal debate.”37

As these passages indicate, the Justice 
viewed his opinions, especially his dissents, 
as doing something more than simply 
announcing a decision or proclaiming a 
result or legal rule. It is thus no surprise 
that they have more of the character of a 
brief for one side in a great debate and less 
of the solemnity of pronouncing what the 
law is. His opinions are sharper, present 
the issue more clearly, and employ the 
language of advocacy, because he had a 
conception of the opinion’s function as 
being to persuade, not to pronounce. And 
when it came to his dissenting opinions, he 
believed that they needed to be memorable 
or there was no reason for anyone to read 
them. As he recognized later in the article, 
majority opinions will be read whether or 
not they are well-written, “because what 
they say is authoritative; it is the law.”38 
Dissents are different. “They will not be 
cited, and will not be remembered, unless 
some quality of thought or of expression 
commends them to later generations.”39   

Nor was there much doubt which audi-
ence the Justice was trying to persuade. 
While dissents may begin as an effort to 
alter the majority opinion, the most effec-
tive of those efforts either become majority 
opinions or never see the light of the day. 
At the point it is clear that a dissenting 
opinion will be published as such, it has 

failed to persuade judicial colleagues, and 
the intended audience must lie elsewhere. 
For the Justice, that audience was law 
students, present and future. On this 
too, he was explicit. “In our law schools, 
it is not necessary to assign students the 
writings of prominent academics” so that 
students can understand “the principal 
controversies of legal method or of consti-
tutional law. Those controversies appear 
in the opposing opinions of the Supreme 
Court itself.”40

Justice Scalia, ever the law profes-
sor, had a great feel for that audience. In 
my own teaching, I have had countless 
students confess that they always read the 
Scalia opinion first — even students who 
almost always disagreed with the Justice. 
And who could blame them? Not only 
would the Scalia opinion lay the issue bare 
and articulate one side of the legal debate 
clearly and cogently, it would be a fun 
read. What law student would rather read 
about some dry, three-pronged doctrinal 
test, than about 60,000 naked Hoosiers41 
or even just nine people selected at random 
from the Kansas City phone book.42 As 
always, that colorful prose was not gratu-
itous, but flowed from his jurisprudential 
beliefs and captured vividly the substantive 
point he was trying to make. The Justice 
believed that longstanding prohibitions 
against public nudity were not justified 
exclusively by the protection of noncon-
senting third parties, and so he evoked 
the image of a stadium full of half-naked 
Hoosiers without “an offended innocent in 

the crowd;”43 he believed the Constitution 
gave the nine justices no special role in 
deciding right-to-die issues, and thus they 
had no more authority or expertise than 
nine people selected at random from the 
city phone book.44 

The Justice did not seek to pronounce 
the law, but to persuade the reader to side 
with him in a great legal debate. And 
he believed his separate opinions would 
be remembered only if they were well 
written and meticulously reasoned. In this 
regard, the Justice was plainly playing a 
long game. While others might be willing 
to trim their rhetorical sails or fuzz up a 
bright-line rule to pick up a fifth vote, 
Justice Scalia believed that “[a]n opinion 
that gets the reasons wrong gets everything 
wrong,”45 and preferred opinions that both 
got the reasons right and commended 
themselves “to later generations.”46 My 
guess is that all law students will be read-
ing and enjoying his opinions, and some 
will find themselves persuaded, for genera-
tions to come.
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